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                This thesis reports on the experimental study on the heat transfer characteristics 
of confined circular multiple air jets normally impinging on a flat heated surface. Five 
jets in equilaterally staggered arrays are considered.  The parametric effects of the jet exit 
Reynolds numbers, jet-to-target spacing and jet-to-jet spacing on the local heat transfer 
coefficient and average heat transfer coefficient are studied in detail. Furthermore, an 
experiment with nine squared array orifice jets is conducted and its results compared with 
those from a five-jet arrangement.  
 
               The objective of the investigation is to study the heat transfer performance of 
impinging confined circular array air jets, which can be extremely useful for the cooling 
of micro-devices. Limited information is available in the literature regarding confined 
circular array air jets with Reynolds number, 1000< Re < 5000 and the results of the 
present study will be helpful for understanding and using such jets in applications. 
 
                Experiments are conducted using four orifice jet plates with different 
geometries, over the jet-to-target spacing 2 to 8 jet-diameters and the Reynolds numbers 
of 1000, 3000 and 5000. The jets from the orifices impinge onto a target plate heated with 
a constant heat flux. The local surface temperature was measured to an accuracy of 0.3oC 
using thermocouples. The conduction heat loss from the heated target plate, is measured 
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                Jet impingement has been widely used in industrial applications for many 
decades because of the high heat transfer rates possible in the impingement region. 
Impinging jets are most commonly applied in processes such as tampering of plate glass, 
annealing of metal, drying of paper and textile, cooling of gas turbine blades, thermal 
development of photographic film and cooling of electronic components. One 
disadvantage of single jet impingement heating and cooling systems is the non-
uniformity of the local heat transfer coefficient at the impingement plate. 
 
                At present, there are thousands of electronic components placed on a VLSI 
(very large scale integration) single chip and the continuing increase in the power density 
in the VLSI chip necessitates the development of novel heat removal technology. The 
heat management problem has therefore become a critical consideration in the 
development of electronic packaging. Recent methods of cooling involve new materials 
in micro-machined heat sinks and new coolants, which are more compact and offer lower 
resistance. There is also continuing work in the improvement of the using impinging jets 
on heated surfaces with air typically used. 
 
                 In using air as the coolant for the new packaging-densities, a new air heat 
removal technique would have to replace traditional devices such as fans and fins. The 
reason is that these traditional devices occupy large spaces and the available cooling 
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space is greatly reduced in present applications. In addition, traditional devices such as 
fin and fans are used on components that produce high heat fluxes and the heat must be 
conducted to even larger areas, which is not practical. Micro cooling is thus becoming an 
attractive approach, since air is used efficiently. Much work has been reported in devices 
developing with impingement cooling in micro scale dimensions. 
 
1.1.1 The Flow Field of Single Impinging jet 
                 Incropera and Dewitt [1], Martin [2], Janbunathan et. al [3] Garimella and Rice 
[4] Fitzgerald and Garimella [5] were concerned with the flow characteristics of a single 
impinging jet and determining its heat transfer coefficient distribution. The flow field of 
the impinging jet can be characterized into four flow regions, the potential core, free jet, 
stagnation and wall jet regions. Fig 1.1 shows the flow regions of an impinging jet in a 
confined space. 
 
(1) Potential core region, The shear-driven interaction between the jet and the ambient 
air results in entrainment. The mixing layers from the edge of the jet exit grow between 
the ambient air and the potential core. Thus the potential core vanishes with this mixing. 
In the potential core region, the velocity in the central portion of the flow is equal to the 
jet exit velocity. The length of the potential core depends on the nozzle geometry, jet exit 
velocity and turbulent intensity near the jet exit. In general, the potential core length of an 
axisymmetric free air jet is around six to eight nozzle diameters and two to three nozzle 
diameters for squared orifice jets. 
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                                                           Center Line 
                                                       Nozzle or Jet, D  
 
Figure 1-1: A impinging jet flow characteristics in confined spaces 
  
(2) Developing region, The flow region beyond the potential core region is the 
developing jet region where the velocity of the center portion of flow is lower than the jet 
exit velocity. Due to the entrainment of ambient air, the large shear stress around the jet 
flow boundary result in the decay of the stream-wise velocity profile. These large shear 
stresses generate the turbulence and promote the suction of additional ambient air. In 
developing zone, the stream-wise velocity decreases with increasing of jet-to-heated plate 
distance.  
(3) Impingement region, In this region, the flow decelerates in the axial direction and 
accelerates in the radial direction. In general, the impingement surface begin to influent 
the jets approximately 1.2~2 times of the nozzle diameter from the surface. The static 
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(4) Wall jet region, In general, the wall jet region starts approximately at a radial 
distance r/D = 2 from the stagnation point. Within the wall jet, the local transverse 
velocity rises rapidly to a maximum near to the wall and then gradually decreases further 
away from the wall. The wall jet results in higher levels of heat transfer than those for 
parallel flow. This appears due to greater turbulence generated by the shear, between the 
wall jet and the ambient air, which is transported to the boundary layer at the heat transfer 
surface. 
 
1.1.2 The Flow Field of Array Jets  
                  The flow field of array jets is similar with single jet characteristic in some 
regions. The flow field of array jets is reported by Incropera [1], E, Baydar [6] and San 
and Lai [7]. As shown in Figure 1.2, those zones can be classified as follows: 
 
Figure 1.2 A impinging array jets flow characteristics in confined spaces 
(1) The potential core region, Similar to that of the single jet, this region extends from 
the nozzle exit to the point where the center line velocity begins to decrease. 
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(2) The developing region, Due to entrainment of fresh and recirculated air, the jet 
spreads with the axial velocity decreasing and the turbulence level rising in this region. 
There is no developing region for the low orifice-to-jet spacing flow field. 
(3) The deflection region or the impingement region, In this region, the jet flow is 
deflected as a result of the impingement on the heated target surface. The static pressure 
is maximum at the stagnation point. 
(4) The wall jet region, Due to increasing pressure away from the stagnation point, the 
deflected flow turns into a high-speed flow parallel with the heated target surface defined 
as the wall jet. 
(5) The fountain formation region, Due to the collision of the encountering wall jets, 
the fountain formation zone, accompanied by a stagnation spot, between the two jets 
appears.  
(6) The fountain flow region, As the two wall jets collide, the fountain flow begins and 
develops. The direction of the air flow in this region is upward. The fountain spreads as it 
further moves upwards with relatively higher spreading rates than those of the main jets. 
(7) The spreading flow region, The fountain flow continues to rise until it hits the top 
confining wall. The flow then spreads across the top wall in this region, sometimes called 
the upper wall jet region.  
(8) The entrainment region, Along the shear layers accompanying the high-speed flows 
of the main jet, wall jet, and spreading flow below the confinement wall, the flow is 
entrained in the viscous entrainment region. This effect results in mixing the heated air 
and the core of the jets, weakening the jet strength and degrading the heat transfer of the 
jet array.          




                The main objective of this thesis is to optimize the heat transfer rate of the 
multiple staggered array jets on a uniformly heated surface. Since little works have been 
reported in the literature, on work using low Reynolds number jets flow and small orifice 
jet diameters, this thesis aims to investigate the heat transfer rate under these conditions.  
 
                   The main task is divided into the following steps: 
1. To study the effect of various parameters on the local heat transfer characteristics 
of impinging jets with five staggered array jets. 
2. To optimize the effect of jet-to-jet distance on heat transfer rate. 
3. To compare the average heat transfer rate between a staggered array of five jets 
and a squared array of nine jets and to validate the computations with the 
experimental results published in the literature. 
 
              The work of the project is described in six chapters, A brief description of the 
background and objectives are given in Chapter 1. The flow fields of single impinging 
and array jets are also discussed in detail in this chapter. The literature review is 
conducted and presented in Chapter 2. The heat transfer characteristics of single and 
array impinging jets are presented in experimental and numerical studies. The effects of 
various parameters on heat transfer rate are included in this discussion. In Chapter 3, the 
experimental setup and experimental procedures are presented in details. The uncertainty 
analysis with two possible sources is also described in this section. In addition, data 
evaluation of Reynolds number, heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt number are 
included. 




                   Results and discussion on the experiments are presented in Chapter 4. The 
effect of various parameters such as Reynolds number, Jet-to-heated target plate spacing 
and jet-to-jet spacing on local heat transfer rate, stagnation heat transfer rate and average 
are reported. The comparison of the staggered array with five jets and the squared array 
with nine jets on heat transfer rates are also included in this chapter. The conclusion of 
the present work is presented in Chapter 5, and some recommendations for possible 
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CHAPTER  2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
                 A wide spectrum of experimental and numerical work on impinging jet flow is 
documented in the literature. In general, single and multiple jets were studied in 
experimental and numerical work in which various parameters were varied to get the 
maximum heat transfer rate. The heat transfer rate of impinging jets is a complex 
function of the parameters including the Reynolds number, the jet to target spacing, the 
geometry of jet ( size, shape, etc. ), the confinement wall and type of fluid for both single 
and multiple jets. In addition, the number of jets and jet to jet spacing also affect the heat 
transfer rate of multiple array jets. The heat transfer rate is characterized by the Nusselt 
number, Nu, which is defined as the non-dimensional heat flux at impingement plate 
surface. 
 
2.1 Single Jet 
2.1.1 The Effect of Reynolds Number  
               Obviously, the Reynolds number of inlet flow affects the heat transfer rate at 
heated plate surface resulting from impinging jet flow. In general, high inlet Reynolds 
number flow more effectively removes thermal energy than low Reynolds number flow. 
One disadvantage of high velocity flow is the formation of a high pressure flow field in 
the stagnation region, possibly damaging the target surface. Colucci and Viskanta [9] 
investigated the dependence of the local Nusselt number on the Reynolds number. Fig 
2.1a illustrates the data for the small jet to target spacing H/D = 1. The inner peak of the 
local Nusselt number occurs approximately at r/D = 0.6 coinciding with the maximum 
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velocity at this location. It may be observed that the pressure starts to rapidly decrease at 
r/D = 0.3 and accelerates the flow until r/D =0.6. A secondary peak occurs at the 
transition from the impingement region to the wall jet region. This location varies from 
r/D = 1.6 to 1.9 for Reynolds number increase from Re = 20000 to 50000. The peaks are 
more obvious at high Reynolds numbers. For H/D = 6, the local maximum heat transfer 
rate occurs at the stagnation point and decreases as r/D increases. 
 
 
                                      (a)                                                                    (b)                           
Figure 2-1 Effect of Reynolds number on local Nusselt number with (a) H/D = 6 and (b) H/D = 1 
( After Ref. [7] Figure 6 )   
           
                  Huber and Viskanta [10] also reported the Reynolds number effect on the 
local Nusselt number. They conducted experiments for Reynolds number 3500 to 24000. 
The maximum local heat transfer rate was found to occur at the center of the stagnation 
zone for the high jet to target spacing and low Reynolds number flow. The inner and 
secondary peaks become more pronounced at high Reynolds number and low jet to target 
distance. Jambunathan et al. [3] proposed that the local Nusselt number was proportional 
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to an exponent of the Reynolds number, Re i.e, Nu ∞ Re e. The exponent derived from the 
data of Goldstein and Behbahani [11] was between 0.59 and 0.66 in the range of r/D = 0 
to 6 and the range of H/D between 1.2 and 10. 
           
2.1.2 The Effect of Prandtl Number 
                The influence of fluid thermo-physical properties ( low and high Prandtl 
number ) on heat transfer rate have been studied by many people. High Prandtl number 
fluids have been found to facilitate high heat transfer rate. Most experiments were 
conducted using the air, water, liquid and FC-77 ( Fluorinert liquid ) as the impingement 
fluids. The correlation of between Nusselt number and Prandtl number, Nu ∞ Pr e has 
generally been used. Li and Garimella, [12] proposed the exponents of Prandtl number to 
range from 0.441 to 0.452. They employed the axisymmetric confined jet and the range 
of coolent Prandtl numbers from 0.7 to 25.2. The other parameters of their studies were 
the orifice diameters (1.59~12.7mm), Reynolds numbers (4000~23000) and jet to target 
spacing of  (1~5). 
 
2.1.3 The Effect of Flow Confinement  
                The local heat transfer coefficients for confined jets are more sensitive to 
Reynolds number and nozzle-to-plate spacing than those for unconfined jets. The major 
differences between confined and unconfined jets are the entrainment of inlet air and 
pressure distribution that affect the local heat transfer rates. Obot and Mujumdar [13] 
conducted experiments with a semi-confined orifice jet and concluded that the 
confinement causes a reduction of 5 to 10 percent of the average heat transfer rate at the 
impingement surface. 





Figure 2-2    Comparison of Nusselt number distributions for H/D = 2, 0.5, 0.25 and 0.1 between 
the confined and unconfined flat plate configuration  ( After Ref. (14) Figure 9 )        
 
                Behnia et al. [14] reported the numerical studies of the flow and heat transfer in 
circular confined and unconfined impinging jets. They used an elliptic relaxation 
turbulent model ( v2 – f ) to simulate the flow field and heat transfer. The results showed 
that the confinement leads to a decrease in the average heat transfer rate, but local 
stagnation heat transfer coefficient is unchanged. They explained that firstly, at the high 
radial distance, the jet temperature was not the same as the ambient temperature in 
confined case, since the fluid gets heated in the entire confined section. Secondly, the 
confinement wall introduces to the flow a resistance that gets larger when H/D decreases. 
Entrainment of the external fluid by the jet diminishes and decreases the global efficiency 
of the impinging jet heat transfer. As shown in Fig 2.2, the effect was more significant for 
the low jet-to-target spacing.  




2.1.4 The Effect of Nozzle Geometry 
                Nozzle geometry parameters with different cross sectional shapes such as the 
elliptic, square, circular and orifice inlet and exit shapes significantly affect the heat 
transfer rate, as reported in the literature. The local heat transfer characteristics of elliptic 
nozzles with various aspect ratios were studied by Lee and Lee [15] who observed that 
the heat transfer rates of  the elliptic impinging jet are smaller than those for circular jet 
in stagnation region for larger nozzle-to-plate spacing ( H/D>6 ). This was because of the 
elliptic jet lost much of its momentum before arriving at the impinging plate because of 
its larger entrainment and stronger mixing with ambient fluid. 
 
                Brignoni and Garimella [16] investigated the effect of chamfering of nozzle 
inlet geometry on local heat transfer distribution in confined air jets. They found that 
chamfering the nozzle inlet produces significant reductions in pressure drop, compared to 
square-edge nozzles and the average heat transfer coefficient is not strongly affected. The 
effect of nozzle exit configuration such as sharp-edged, standard-edged and square-edged 
on heat transfer enhancements were conducted by Lee and Lee [15]. Among the three 
orifice nozzles, the sharp-edged orifice nozzle was found to give the highest local and 
average heat transfer rates. 
 
                The effect of nozzle aspect ratio and nozzle diameters on heat transfer rate were 
conducted by Garimella and Nenaydykh. [17]. Single jets with nozzle diameters in the 
range of 0.79-6.35mm and up to seven different nozzle aspect ratios in the range of 0.25-
12 at turbulent Reynolds number from 4000 to 23000 were tested. The results indicated 
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that at very small nozzle aspect ratios, the heat transfer coefficients were highest. As the 
aspect ratio was increased from 1 to 4, the heat transfer coefficients decrease rapidly. 
However, for aspect ratios from 8 to 12, the heat transfer coefficients gradually increased 
again. The authors suggested these trends may be explained in terms of flow separation 
and reattachment within the nozzle, and their effect on the exit velocity profiles. The heat 
transfer rate was found to depend on the nozzle diameters. The heat transfer rate for the 
largest nozzle diameter was highest and the heat transfer rate for the smallest nozzle 
diameter was lowest. 
                                   




Figure 2-3   Effect of jet to target distance on the local Nusselt number distribution for a     
axisymmetric confined impinging jet ( After Ref. [9] Figure 5a ) 
 
                  The dependence of the local heat transfer coefficients on the jet-to-target 
spacing was the subject of many numerical and experimental studies. Colucci and 
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Viskanta [9], presented their experimental data for the local Nusselt number obtained at a 
Reynolds number of 30000 for three jet to target spacings, H/D = 0.25, 1 and 6 as shown 
in Fig 2-3. The axisymmetric confined jet and air were used. At a jet to target distance 
H/D = 6, the local Nusselt number was largest at the stagnation point and decreased as 
r/D was increased. As the jet to target distance decreased to a value of H/D = 1, the local 
Nusselt number was no longer maximum at the stagnation point and two local maxima, 
primary and secondary peaks occured at the values of r/D = 0.6 and 1.6 as shown in Fig 
2-3. Further decrease in the jet to target distance to the value of H/D=0.25 yielded an 
even lower value of local Nusselt number at stagnation point with two local maxima 
occurring at r/D = 0.6 and 1.4.  
 
                The local heat transfer characteristics of air jet impingement at jet-to-target 
spacings of less than one jet diameter had been examined experimentally in the range of 
Reynolds number 3600< Re < 27600 by Lytle and Webb [18].  The stagnation point heat 
transfer rate was observed to increase significantly for decreasing jet-to-target spacing. 
They reported that the effects of accelerating fluid between jet and target plate gap as 
well as significant increase in local turbulence led to substantially increased local heat 
transfer with decreased jet-to-target spacing. For dimensionless jet-to-target spacing less 
than H/D = 0.25, a stagnation point minimum surrounded by an inner (primary) and outer 
(secondary) peaks in the local heat transfer were observed. These primary and secondary 
maxima were attributed to accelerated radial flow and transition from stagnation to wall 
jet flow, respectively.      
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2.2 Multiple Jet 
2.2.1 The effect of jet to jet spacing 
                 The heat transfer rate of an array impinging jets was strongly effected by the 
jet to jet spacing. The interference of the impinging jet by its jet fountain was studied by 
San and Lai [7]. Axisymmetric confined staggered array jets were studied using the 
following parameters. 
Total number of jet = 5 nos. 
Jet diameter D = 3mm 
Jet-to-jet spacing S/D = 4 ~24 
Jet-to-heated target spacing = 2 ~ 5 
Reynolds number Re = 10000 ~ 30000 
 
                                 [a]                                                                  [b] 
Fig.2.4. Jet interference before impingement and jet fountain in an array jets                              
impingement ( After Ref. [2] Figure 4 & 5 ) 
 
                 The authors concluded that for small jet-to-jet spacing (S), as shown in Figure 
2.4[a], the interference between two adjacent jets occurred before impingement as the 
shear layer expanded and consequently jet declined in strength. Consequently, the heat 
transfer rate decreased as well. 




                In addition, they explained that as shown in Figure 2-4b, the collision between 
the two adjacent wall jets resulted in a fountain-like flow between the two jets. This 
fountain flow re-circulated and thus warm air mixed with the jet core. Consequently, the 
heat transfer rate of the array jets was also reduced. For a large jet-to-jet distance, no 
interference occurred between two adjacent jets and also the fountain effect weakened. 
As a result, the heat transfer rate was higher. However, the jet-to-jet distance was too 
large, and the heat transfer rate weakened again because of a wider heated surface area.  
 
               Also the optimum stagnation heat transfer rate for all Reynolds numbers, 
occurred at dimensionless jet-to-jet spacing S/D = 8 and 12 for jet-to-target spacing H/D 
= 2 and H/D = 3, respectively. For the jet-to-target spacing H/D = 4 and H/D = 5, the 
optimum stagnation heat transfer rate varied with Reynolds numbers. 
 
              Behbahani and Goldstein [19] employed two different jet-to-jet spacings to 
compare the heat transfer rate of the staggered arrays of confined circular air jets. The 
parameters of their studies were orifice jet diameters of 5mm & 10mm, jet-to-jet spacings 
of 4 & 8, Reynolds numbers of 5000, 10000 and 15000 and jet-to-target spacings of 2 ~ 
5. They found that the general trends of the heat transfer data for S/D = 4 with orifices of 
diameter 5mm were similar to those for S/D = 8 with orifices of diameter 10mm. At a 
given jet Reynolds number, larger jet-to-jet spacing results in a lower area average 
Nusselt number since a larger heated area is cooled by the impinging jets. 
 
                  Huber and Viskanta [20] also conducted the experiments to analyze the effect 
of jet-to-jet spacing on convective heat transfer. The results were consistent with the 
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hypothesis that adjacent jet interference before impingement causes significant 
degradation of the heat transfer coefficients. However, as the jet-to-target spacing was 
decreased to H/D = 1, the adjacent jet interference before impingement was minimized. 
 
2.2.2 The effect of orifice jet geometry and configuration 
                  Some researchers conducted the experiments with various orifice jet 
configurations. Garimella and Schroeder [21] investigated the heat transfer from discrete  
heat source to multiple, normally impinging, confined air jets with two different jet 
configurations of a squared array nine-jet arrangement and a squared array four-jet 
arrangement. He compared the performance of these arrangements with a single jet. The 
orifice jet diameter of the four-jet arrangement was double that of a nine-jet arrangement. 
The average heat transfer coefficient for nine-jet arrangement was found to be two times 
higher than the single jet at the same Reynolds number. For the four-jet arrangement, the 
stagnation heat transfer coefficients for an array jet were comparable to the single jet 
value. 
  
                  Pressure drops across orifices were significantly greater than those across 
convergent nozzles. Sheriff and Zumbrunnen [22] studied the convergent array jets and 
found that for these, the local Nusselt number for the orifices increased downstream from 
the stagnation region. In contrast, the Nusselt numbers at the stagnation point were 
almost the same for both of the convergent and orifice nozzles. For H/D = 2, local 
Nusselt numbers were between 34 % and 38% larger than those for the orifice array and 
for H/D =  6, the spatially averaged Nusselt numbers with the convergent nozzles, were 
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16 % higher than values for the orifice nozzles. The benefit of using the convergent 
nozzle was the low cost for the air supply system because of the small pressure drop.                                      
 
2.2.3 The effect of jet to target spacing 
                 Goldstein and Timmers [23] found that the maximum heat transfer rate for the 
single jet occurs at H/D = 6 and for the array jets occur at H/D = 2. They used a 
visualization technique to measure the heat transfer coefficient distribution on a flat plate 
on which either a single or array jets impinge. Liquid crystals coated on a Mylar sheet 
were used to locate isotherms on a heated surface. They used a single jet, a three co-linear 
jet and a seven-jet array with jet-to-target spacing H/D = 2 and H/D = 6. Their results 
showed that the stagnation Nusselt number at H/D = 6 was 33 percent higher than the 
stagnation Nusselt number at H/D = 2 for the single jet. For three co-linear jets, the 
stagnation Nusselt number at H/D = 2 was 10 percent higher than that at H/D = 6 and for 
seven array jets, the stagnation Nusselt number at H/D = 2 was 17 percent higher than 
that at H/D = 6. 
 
 Garimella and Schroeder [21] also found that reducing the jet-to-target 
spacing an increase in the stagnation heat transfer coefficient for multiple jets, with this 
effect being stronger at high Reynolds numbers. They used 9 x 1.5mm array jets and 
compared the heat transfer rate on the jet to target spacing H/D = 1 and H/D = 4 with 
Reynolds number 5000 and 15000. The results showed that the stagnation heat transfer 
rate with H/D = 1 was 20 percent higher at a Reynolds number of 5000 and 37.5 percent 
higher at a Reynolds number of 15000. The results of Sheriff and Zumbrunnen [22] also 
indicated that a reduction of jet-to-target spacing resulted in an increase of the heat 
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transfer coefficient in multiple jets. The authors suggested that the turbulence intensity of 
a center jet was increased by mixing with spent flow from neighboring jets and the 
entrainment of warmer air into the center jet decreased with smaller H/D, hence 
increasing the performance of the jet. 
 
2.2.4 MEMS jet arrays 
 
 Some researchers have started to develop MENS or Micro Electro 
Mechanical Systems, based micro-jet arrays for high heat flux. The emergence of MEMS 
has given a new dimension to thermal management in the electronic industry. Evelyn et 
al. (24) described the development and assessed the performance of a micro-machined 
single jet and a multi-jet array with orifice diameters less than 100µ m. They presented 
new heat transfer measurements with micro-fabricated jet arrays in confined geometry 
and studied the effects of using single jets and multi-jet arrays in two phase liquid 
impingement cooling. The comparison of uniformity and heat transfer coefficient in 
micro-channels and micro-jets showed clear advantages for the micro-jets. The 
experimental results also showed that a 70µ m diameter four micro-jet array at a flow 
rate of 8ml/min removed over 90 W/m2. 
 
                    S. Wu et al (25) presented a micro impinging jet heat exchanger. A MEMS 
sensor chip, with an 8 x 8 temperature array on one side and an integrated heater on the 
other side had been designed and fabricated. Also they fabricated a 1mm diameter nozzle 
and a 1mm wide and 8 mm long slot array. A micro impinging jet was found to provide 
effective cooling and higher driving pressure to give better cooling. 
 







3.1 Experimental Setup 
                 The experimental setup includes 4 major parts as air supply system, air plenum 
and orifice jets, heated target surface and data acquisition unit. 
 
3.1.1 Air Supply System 
              The supplied air system is shown in Figure 3.1. The high pressure air is supplied 
by a screw-type air compressor. The compressed air is stored at an air receiver with an 
auto drainage system to minimize the pressure fluctuation due to the on-off cycling of the 
air compressor. The high pressure air is cooled and the moisture contents removed from 


















Figure 3-1   Schematic diagram of supplied air system 





 The pre-filter and the micro-filter are used to remove the 99.99% of particles 
larger than 3 micros and particles larger than 0.01 micros, respectively. These filters also 
remove the oil content of compressed air until its content is less than 0.01mg/m3. 
 
              In addition, the heat exchanger is placed just in front of flow meter to reduce the 
variation of the supplied air temperature. In doing so, the variation of supplied air 
temperature can be controlled within 0.2 o C for every set of experiments. Furthermore, 
the pressure regulators are employed to control the air pressure and flow meters used to 
measure the air flow rate in the supplied air line.  
 
3.1.2 Air Plenum and Orifice Jet Plate 
                   A cylindrical plenum chamber is designed to accept interchangeable orifice 
jet plates at the bottom. An air diffuser (a piece of sponge) is fixed at the top part of 
plenum chamber to condition the flow. A thermocouple is placed near the orifice jet plate 
to measure the inlet jet air temperature. Furthermore, the cylindrical plenum chamber is 
also designed to rotate on its vertical axis. Three different orifice jet plates are used in 
current experiment and their detailed drawings are shown in Appendix E. Fig.3.2 shows 
the arrangement of the plenum chamber and orifice jet plate. In this section, the air is 
forced into the plenum chamber and air jets are distributed through the orifice jet plate. 
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Figure 3-2   Schematic diagram of air plenum chamber 
 
3.1.3 Heated Target Surface 
              The air jets generated from the orifice jet plate normally impinge at the center of 
the heated target surface. Fabrication of the heated target surface is very important to 
ensure a uniform temperature distribution on its surface. Figure 3.3 shows the heated 
target surface that includes three layers. The size of the heated target surface is 35mm by 
35mm. The first layer of the heated target surface is made of 0.02mm thickness AISI304 
stainless steel polished sheet. The purpose is to minimize the surface roughness and 
emissivity, and hence, reduce the radiation heat losses. The second layer is six 0.02mm in 
thickness, 35mm in length and 5mm in width stainless steel heating foils, which are 
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coupled at its edges. Between the two layers, a thermally well-conductive but electrically 
non-conductive paste, Loctite’s thermally conductive adhesive, is applied. 
 
Figure 3-3   Schematic diagram of Heated target surface 
 
              Twelve 36-gauge T-type calibrated thermocouples are embedded underneath the 
first layer of stainless steel sheet for local temperature measurements on the heated target 
block as shown in Figure 3.3. The spacing between the thermocouples is 1.5mm apart 
along the x-axis and 6mm apart along the y-axis. A third layer is a 10mm thick bakelite 
insulated block, which is bonded underneath two stainless steel layers. A 10mm by 10 
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mm heat flux sensor is placed beneath the bakelite insulated block to measure the 
conductive heat loss across it. Beside and underneath the heater assembly, rubaflux 
insulation is placed to minimize the conduction heat loss in the lateral and vertical 
directions. The heat target block can be precisely located with an error of 0.01mm using 
two screws, for the local temperature measurements. The Agilent E 3633 A Digital DC 
power supply is used to supply power to the stainless steel foil heater. 
 
3.1.4. Data Acquisition Unit 
 
Figure 3-4   Experiment set-up with Power supply, Flow meter and Data Acquisition unit 
 
                In this experiment, the data acquisition unit includes a Data Acquisition System 
( Agilent 34970 A ) and a personal computer. This unit is used to accurately capture the 
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specially calibrated 36G, T-type thermocouples and heat flux output from the heat flux 
sensor. Agilent software is installed in a personal computer, hence, the data can be 
downloaded simultaneously. A Brannan temperature bulb (thermometer) is used to 
monitor the room temperature.  
 
3.2 Experimental Procedures   
                  It is very important to follow careful experimental procedures to ensure 
accurate and meaningful results. All measurements are conducted in the air conditioning 
room and the room temperature is controlled within a deviation of 2o C. The following 
steps are carefully followed in all experimental runs. 
 
3.2.1. Preparation Work 
              At first, switch on the air compressor, refrigerated dryer, water bath and allow 
desired setting pressure and temperature. Then, the orifice jet plate is fixed to the plenum 
chamber, position the orifice jet plate to ensure that center of the orifice jet plate and jet 
center of the heated target block coincide laterally by adjusting two screws, which 
provide an accuracy in reading of 0.01mm. Afterward, adjust the jet-to-target distance 
using three precision gauge blocks to ensure the parallel of the orifice jet plate and heated 
target surface. Furthermore, switch on the DC power supply and set the desired voltage 
and current value on the DC power supply. At last, switch on the Data Acquisition 
System and personal computer to capture the data.  
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3.2.2. Local Heated Surface Temperature Measurement 
            In this experiment, one thermocouple is used to measure the local heated surface 
temperature to minimize the inaccuracy of temperature measurement. Figure 3.4 shows 
the orifice jet plate and heated target block orientation for the local temperature 
measurement. This method was used by Schroder and Garimella (21) and Sheriff and 
Zumbrunnen (22). 
 
Figure 3-5   Orifice jet plate and heated target block orientation 
 
                   The local temperature is measured along three different orientations (45 deg, 
22.5 deg and 0 deg) by moving the heated target surface with respect to the center of the 
orifice jet plate. To get the temperature on each orientation, the orifice jet plate is 
necessary to rotate on it assembly. These measurements are sufficient to obtain the entire 
heated target surface temperature distribution, since the temperature distribution is 
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symmetric about the 45 deg and 0 deg orientations. In addition, it is necessary to identify 
the desired orientation and x-direction of the heater where thermocouples are embedded 
1.5mm apart. 
 
3.2.3. Jet Impingement 
           When the room temperature and water bath ( heat exchanger ) temperatures have 
reached the desired values, the air regulator is adjusted and the desired flow rate set on 
flow meter. Air jets then impinge on the heated target surface. 
 
3.2.4. Recording the Experimental Data 
When all the conditions have reached a steady state, the heated target surface is 
moved along the orientation ray with respect to the orifice jet center and the local surface 
temperature profile is recorded by a Agilent Data Acquisition System 34970A. The 
voltage and current across the heater are recorded from digital DC power supply meter. 
The inlet air temperature and conduction heat flux through the heat flux sensor are also 
recorded by the Agilent Data Acquisition System 34970A. In addition, inlet air flow rate 
is recorded from the Dwyer flow meter. The Brannan temperature bulb (thermometer) is 
used to monitor the room temperature. 
 
The experiments are conducted with four different types of orifice array jet plates 
with the jet-to-jet spacing of 4mm, 6mm and 8mm with five jets as well as a plate with 
nine jets with jet-to-jet spacing 8mm as shown in Fig F-4. The experiments are carried 
out for each orifice jet plate at Reynolds number of 1000 to 5000 and dimensionless jet-to 
jet distance 2 to 8. The experimental data are mentioned in Appendix-A. In each 
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experiment, the average surface temperature differences ( Tw – Tj ) are about 8o C and the 
supplied heat flux vary from 1020 to 4200W/m2. 
 
3.3 Uncertainty Analysis 
 
                The method of Coleman and Steele [26] is used to calculate the overall 
uncertainty of the experiment. The confidence level used to calculate the uncertainty is 
95%. 
 
3.3.1 Bias Uncertainty 
                  The bias or systematic error is a major source of uncertainty. In this 
experiment, 88 % of the overall uncertainty is accounted for by bias error, which includes 
known errors which have not been eliminated through calibration and other fixed errors. 
These errors remain constant if the experiments are repeated under the same conditions 
and can be estimated but not eliminated from the measurement process. The bias error 
may be obtained as follows: 
 
                   Consider a general case in which an experimental result, R, is a function of n 
variable Xi 
                      R = R ( X1, X2,……….,Xn)                                                                   ( 3.1 ) 
                    Equation ( 3.1 ) is the data reduction equation used for determining R from 
the measured value of the variables Xi. Then the uncertainty in the result is given by 



































RB        ( 3.2 ) 
                     where the 
iX
B  are the uncertainties in the measured variables Xi. 
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                       Also Eq ( 3.2 ) can be written as 





















                                                                  ( 3.3 ) 
                     In this experiment, the bias errors are determined according to the 
manufacturer’s data of individual equipment used. The following are bias error of 
equipment. 
 




3.3.2 Precision Uncertainty 
                    Precision error is that associated with multiple measurements performed 
using the same experimental apparatus and when the final experimental result is 
determined as the mean of the individual measurements.  
                  The process of a single test is replicated n times, yielding individually 
measured data 
                    nXXX .........,, ,21  
                         Description                   Error 
Voltage Supply 0.05% + 0.005V 
Current Supply 0.15% + 0.005A 
Type-T Thermocouple 
( Specially calibrated ) 
± 0.3oC 
Heat flux Sensor 5 % 
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         The sample standard deviation of measurements, which is known as the 
precision index, Si is computed from the measured data.  
 










S ii                                                                             ( 3.4 ) 
                   where n is number of samples of measurement. 




















RSS                                                                           ( 3.5 ) 
                    The precision uncertainty, P, can be estimated by using the t statistic as 
follows: 
  RR tSP =                                                                                                 ( 3.6 ) 
 
                      It is necessary to know the degree of freedom,ν , of the precision index to 
determine the t value from the table of t-distribution. For the small sample size, the 
approximate value of degree of freedom can be determined by using the Welch-



































3.3.3 Overall Uncertainty 
                 The overall uncertainty can be computed as follows:                  
                  2
122 )( RRR PB +=ω                                                                                     ( 3.8 ) 





  Sample calculations of the overall uncertainty are presented in Appendix-D. 
The overall uncertainties of the heat transfer coefficient for the ranges of parameter 
studied are within 5.1 to 6.2%. 
 
 
3.4 Data Evaluation 
              
3.4.1 Jet Reynolds Number             
                 The jet Reynolds number is determined from the air flow rate, which is 
controlled and measured using two direct-reading Dwyer flow meters. The accuracy of 
flow meters is ± 2 % according to the manufacturing data. 
                  The jet velocity can be evaluated from the volume flowrate: 




V =                                                                                                    ( 3.9 )  
                  where n represents the number of orifice holes in the orifice jet plate and Aj is 
the cross sectional area of each orifice hole and it can be computed as follow; 
                   2
4 jj
DA π=                                                                                                ( 3.10 ) 
                   Then, Reynolds number can be calculated with following formula 
                    νρ
µ jjjj
D
DVDV ==Re                                                                           ( 3.11 ) 
                   where µ
ρν =  is kinematics viscosity of air. 
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3.4.2 Heat Transfer Coefficient and Nusselt N umber 
                  The heat transfer coefficient can be explored by transforming the measured 
temperature data and heat flux to heat transfer information. Based on the energy 
conservation equation, the heat generated by the foil heater, qt, is transformed into four 
heat transfer mode in this experiment as  
                  ( 1 ) Convective heat dissipated from the target surface, qconv  
                  ( 2.) Conductive heat loss through insulation, qcond 
                 ( 3 ) Radiation heat loss to surrounding and, qrad  
                 ( 4 ) Internal energy change of stainless steel sheet and bakelite insulation, qi. 
But, internal energy change is considered as it approaches to zero when the experiment is 
in steady state [28]. 
              Then, the energy conservation equation can by written as 
                iradcondtconv qqqqq −−−=                                                                         ( 3.12 ) 
              where, the heat generated by the foil heater can be computed: 
                 
h
t A
EIq =                                                                                                      ( 3.13 ) 
 Then, the conduction heat loss can be determined from heat flux sensor reading 
X as follows: 
                 ))((175.3 XKqcond =                                                                                  ( 3.14 ) 
                where K is heat flux sensor coefficient and the value 3.175 is a unit conversion 
factor.                                                                                   
                Also the radiation heat loss can be calculated: 
  ( )44 αεσ TTq avgwrad −=                                                                                    ( 3.15 ) 
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                The local heat transfer coefficient between the jet flow and heated target plated 
can be defined as follow: 




qh −=                                                                                              ( 3.16 ) 
                The area average heat transfer coefficient can be determined: 
                 ∑ −= )( jwi dconv TTA
Aqh                                                                                    ( 3.17 ) 
                where Ad is the defined area with the radius 7.5mm from center point of heated 
target block. The objective is to ensure the involvement of confinement wall effect on h . 
                In addition, the local Nusselt number can be expressed as follow: 
                  
k
hD












         




RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Local heat transfer coefficient 
                The local heat transfer characteristics from confined staggered array jets that 
include five jet holes of diameter 1mm are studied. The effects of orifice-to-target 
spacing, H/D, Reynolds number, Re, and outer jet-to-jet spacing, S, on the local heat 
transfer distribution with confined array jets are explored in this study. The ranges of the 
above parameters investigated are H/D = 2 to 8, Re = 1000 to 5000 and S = 4 to 8. In 
addition, the local heat transfer coefficient results for squared array nine-jets with an 
orifice diameter 1 mm are also compared with those of the staggered array five-jets. 
 
 
Figure 4-1   Three-dimensional local heat transfer distribution for H/D = 6, S = 8 and Re = 5000 
 




             A three-dimensional graph is helpful in presenting an overall view of the 
experimental results. The Matlab 6.5 program details for the graph are attached in 
Appendix G. The graph shows the local heat transfer distribution for jet-to-target spacing 
H/D = 6, jet-to-jet spacing S = 8 and Reynolds number Re = 5000. The experimental data 
along the orientation 0 deg, 22.5 deg and 45 deg are used. The maximum value of the 
local heat transfer coefficients is, 494 W/m2K occurs at the center of the heated target 
surface and the minimum value is 360 W/m2K at the edge of 0 deg orientation line. The 
center peak and four outer peak regions for the heat transfer are indicated in the diagram. 
The maximum local heat transfer rates occur in the regions where center and outer jets 
impinge directly on the plate, as expected. Also it seems that there is good uniformity of 
the local heat transfer coefficient at the center region of the heated surface impinged by 
the orifice jets. The local heat transfer coefficients are also observed to decrease rapidly 
in the region where no orifice jets impinge directly on it. 
 
4.1.1 The effect of jet-to-jet spacing 
 The local heat transfer distribution for confined staggered array jets with jets 
Reynolds number 5000, jet-to-target spacing H/D = 6 and jet-to-jet spacing S = 8 are 
illustrated in Fig. 4.2. Three lines on these figures represent the local heat transfer 
coefficient for three different orientations, 0 deg, 22.5 deg and 45 deg on heated target 
surface as indicated in Fig 3.4. The vertical axis at r/D = 0 corresponds to the center of 
the central jet as well as to the center of the heated target surface.  
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                As expected, the maximum local heat transfer coefficient occurs at the center of 
the heater and secondary local maxima occur where the outer jets impinge directly on it. 
There is a center of secondary peak for the 45 deg orientation and there, the magnitude of 
heat transfer coefficient is slightly (1.4%) lower than the maximum value. The air jet 
from the center of orifice hole impinges on the center of the heater surface, after which a 
wall jet forms and temperature is increased. The hot wall jet interferes with outer jets. 
This interference would weaken the strength of outer jets and degrade the local heat 


















Figure 4-2    Local heat transfer coefficient at S = 8, H/D = 6 and Re = 5000 
 
                 It may also be observed that the secondary peak of the heat transfer coefficient 
profile for the jet-to-jet spacing S = 8 is higher than those for the jet-to-jet spacings S = 4 
and S = 6. This may be due to decreasing interference with increasing jet-to-jet spacing. 
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San and Lai [7] mentioned that due to the shear layer expansion, interference between the 
three neighboring jets would occur before impingement for the small jet-to-jet spacing 
and/or occurrence of jet fountain due to collision of the wall jets after impingement. Due 
to this interference, the strength of the jets weakened and the heat transfer coefficient 



















Figure 4-3    Local heat transfer coefficient at 45 deg orientation, H/D = 6 and Re = 5000 
 
                 Figure 4-3 shows the comparison of the local heat transfer distribution along 
the 45 deg orientation with different jet-to-jet distance. For jet-to-jet spacing S = 4, as the 
r/D increases, the local heat transfer coefficient decreases until r/D = 1.75 and increases 
again gradually until r/D = 2.75 where the outer jets are located. Then the local heat 
transfer rate decreases until the end of the heated target surface. It also clear that the trend 
of local heat transfer distribution for the jet-to-jet spacings S = 6 and S = 8 are similar 
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with S = 4. Furthermore, the magnitude of heat transfer rate for jet-to-jet spacing S = 8 is 
greater than for other spacings. It is obvious that greater space between adjacent jets 
results in lower between the jets as discussed above.  
 
                 The local heat transfer coefficient along the 22.5 deg orientation for the jet-to-
jet spacings S =4, S = 6 and S = 8 are presented in Fig 4-4. For the jet-to-jet distance S = 
8, the heat transfer coefficient decreases until r/D = 2.75 and increases gradually until r/D 
= 5 where is the closet place of outer jets.  



















Figure 4-4   Local heat transfer coefficient at 22.5 deg orientation, H/D = 6 and Re = 5000 
 
                For the jet-to-jet spacing S = 6 and S = 4, the local heat transfer coefficient 
decreases until r/D = 2.25 and 1.75, respectively. Then local heat transfer coefficient 
increases gradually until the nearest position of the outer jet but this effect is weaker than 
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that of the jet-to-jet spacing S = 8. Thus, it seems that the local heat transfer coefficient 


















Figure 4-5   Local heat transfer coefficient at 0 deg orientation, H/D = 6 and Re = 5000 
 
                  The local heat transfer coefficient along the 0 deg orientation with three 
different jet-to-jet distances are shown in Fig 4-5. This orientation lines locate the place 
between two outer jets and thus, the effect of these outer jets on the local heat transfer 
distribution along 0 deg orientation is weaker than others orientation lines, 22.5 and 45 
deg. For the jet-to-jet spacing S = 8, the local heat transfer coefficient decreases rapidly 
until r/D = 2.75 and decreases more gradually in the region between r/D = 2.75 and r/D = 
5.5. Finally, it decreases rapidly again beyond r/D = 5.5. 
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                 The trend of the heat transfer coefficient for jet-to-jet spacing S = 6 along 0 
deg orientation is very similar to that for the jet-to-jet spacing S = 8. The local heat 
transfer rate decreases rapidly from stagnation point to r/D = 2.25, then decreases 
gradually until r/D = 4.25 and finally, it decrease rapidly again beyond r/D = 4.25. The 
trend of heat transfer coefficient for jet-to-jet spacing S = 4 is slightly different with S = 6 
and S = 8. The local heat transfer distribution curve for jet-to-jet spacing S = 4 for 0 deg 
orientation is very similar to that of a single jet.   
 
4.1.2 The effect of jet-to-target spacing 
                  In this experiment, the jet-to-target spacing H/D 2 to 8 with three different jet-
to-jet spacings and three different Reynolds number are explored. The local heat transfer 
coefficient with jet-to-target plate spacings H/D = 2 and H/D = 6 along the 45 deg 
orientation are presented in Fig 4-6. The experimental data for jet-to-jet spacing S = 8 and 
Reynolds number 3000 and 5000 are expressed. 
 
                  It is evident that a decrease in jet-to-target spacing from H/D = 6 to H/D = 2 
results in an increase in heat transfer coefficient around the stagnation region for both 
Reynolds number. It is obvious that the effect is stronger for high Reynolds numbers. The 
percentage change in stagnation point heat transfer for Reynolds number 5000 is 1.2 
times higher than that for in Reynolds number 3000. This is consistent with the 
observation of Behbahani and Goldstein [11] , that the turbulent intensity of a jet is 
increased by mixing with the spent flow from neighboring jets for the small jet-to- target 
spacing, and causes an increase of the local heat transfer coefficient near the center jet. 
















 ] H/D = 2, Re5000
H/D = 6, Re5000
H/D = 2, Re3000
H/D = 6, Re3000
 
Figure 4-6    Local heat transfer coefficient along 45 deg orientation with different jet-to-target 
plate spacing at S = 8 and Re = 3000 and 5000 
 
               Beyond r/D = 3 for both Reynolds numbers 3000 and 5000, it is obvious that 
increasing in jet-to-target spacing results in an increase in the local heat transfer 
coefficient.  It may be explained that more ambient air may entrains for more space 
between orifice jets and heated target surface. It may develop more turbulent intensity 
and consequently increase the heat transfer coefficient. Furthermore, the hot air from 
center jet may degrade the heat transfer coefficient for small jet-to-target spacing. 
 
               The local heat transfer coefficient distribution for the two jet-to-target spacings 
H/D = 2 and 6 at jet-to-jet spacing S = 6 and Reynolds number 3000 and 5000 are 
expressed in Fig.4-7. The trend is very similar to that for the jet-to-jet spacing S = 8. As 
discussed above, the local heat transfer coefficient for jet-to-target plate spacing H/D =2 
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is higher than that for H/D = 6. Also beyond r/D = 3, the local heat transfer coefficient at 
jet-to-jet spacing H/D = 6 is higher than that for H/D = 2. 














 ] H/D = 2, Re5000
H/D = 6, Re5000
H/D = 2, Re3000
H/D = 6, Re3000
      
Figure 4-7    Local heat transfer coefficient along 45 deg orientation with different jet- to-target 
plate spacing at S = 6 and Re = 3000 and 5000 
 
              The local heat transfer coefficient profiles for different jet-to-jet spacing H/D = 2 
and 6 are presented in Fig 4-8. The parametric effects of Reynolds number 3000, 5000 
and jet-to-jet spacing S = 4 are compared. The effect of increasing in jet-to-target plate 
spacing on the local heat transfer coefficient is stronger than the effects in the region near 
the center jet in the previous cases.  Also it is clear that the local heat transfer coefficient 
value further away from the stagnation region is lower than those for the previous cases. 
Furthermore, it is obvious that the effect is more significant for high Reynolds numbers. 
 
















 ] H/D = 2, Re5000
H/D = 6, Re5000
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Figure 4-8   Local heat transfer coefficient along 45 deg orientation with different jet-to-target 
plate spacing at S = 4 and Re = 3000 and 5000 
 
4.1.3 The effect of Reynolds number 
              The Reynolds number plays a vital role in changing of local heat transfer 
coefficient on the jet impingement. The effect of Reynolds number on the local heat 
transfer coefficient is studied. Three Reynolds numbers of 1000, 3000 and 5000 are used 
in the current experimental work. The local heat transfer distribution along 45 deg 
orientations with three different Reynolds numbers are presented in Figs 4-9, 4-10 and 
4.11. 




















Figure 4-9:   The effect of the Reynolds number on the local heat transfer distribution for S = 8 
and H/D = 6 along 45 deg orientation 
 
                   As expected, with increasing Reynolds number at a fixed jet-to-heated target 
surface, the local heat transfer increases with all different jet-to-jet distance. Maximum 
heat transfer occurs in the vicinities of the center and outer jets. This maximum is more 
pronounced at high Reynolds number where the turbulent intensity is higher and 
significantly enhances the heat transfer rate. The local heat transfer distribution is 
affected likewise along the 22.5 deg and 0 deg orientations. Other experimental data for 
the ranges of parameter studied are included in Appendix A.  
 




















Figure 4-10:   The effect of the Reynolds number on the local heat transfer distribution for S =6 




















Figure 4-11:    The effect of the Reynolds number on the local heat transfer distribution for S =4 
and H/D = 6 along 45 deg orientation 
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4.2 Average heat transfer coefficient 
                  To account for the effect of the confinement wall, the central area of the 
heated target surface of 15mm diameter is used in calculating the area-averaged heat 
transfer coefficients. The average heat transfer coefficients calculated using the 
experimental data within the above-mentioned region are compared. The method used to 
calculate the average heat transfer coefficient, is described in detail in Appendix C. 
Since the temperature distribution is symmetrical along the 45 deg and 0 deg orientations, 
a quarter of the above mentioned region needs to be considered in calculating the average 





















 Figure 4-12:    Average heat transfer distribution for jet-to-target spacing H/D = 2 
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                 The average heat transfer coefficients at jet-to-target spacing H/D = 2 are 
plotted in Fig 4-12. As the jet-to-jet spacing increases, the average heat transfer 
coefficient also increases for all Reynolds numbers. The increase in average heat transfer 
rate seems more pronounced for the higher Reynolds number of 5000. When the jet-to-jet 
spacing is too close, a jet fountain is formed in the region of interaction between 
neighboring jets possibly decreasing the heat transfer coefficients [7]. When the jet-to-jet 
spacing is increased the interference between two neighboring jets decreases and there is 
an increase in the heat transfer coefficient. The optimum average heat transfer coefficient 























Figure 4-13:    Average heat transfer distribution for jet-to-target spacing H/D = 4 
 
           Figs 4-13 – 4-14 exhibit the effects of Reynolds number and outer jet-to-jet 
spacing on the average heat transfer coefficients for jet-to-target spacing H/D = 4 and 
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H/D = 6. The same trends are also seen with the average heat transfer coefficient 
increasing as the jet-to-jet spacing is increased for both H/D = 4 and H/D = 6.  
Furthermore, the optimum average heat transfer coefficient occurs at the jet-to-jet spacing 
S = 8 for both jet-to-target spacing. In addition, the effects of Reynolds number on the 
average heat transfer coefficient are very similar for all jet-to-target spacings but the 























Figure 4-14:    Average heat transfer distribution for jet-to-target spacing H/D = 6 
 
                  The effect of jet-to-jet spacing on the average heat transfer coefficient is 
slightly different at jet-to-target spacing H/D = 8, as shown in Figure 4-15. The average 
heat transfer coefficients are almost similar for the jet-to-jet spacings S = 4 and S = 6 
with Reynolds numbers 3000 and 5000. The optimum average heat transfer coefficient 
occurs at jet-to-jet spacing S =8 for all Reynolds numbers.  
 
























Figure 4-15:    Average heat transfer distribution for jet-to-target spacing H/D = 8 
 
                 Figure shows the highest average heat transfer coefficients occuring at jet-to-
target spacing H/D = 4 for the jet-to-jet spacing S = 6 and S = 8. For H/D = 2, although 
the stagnation heat transfer coefficients are higher, local heat transfer coefficients beyond 
the stagnation region are lower. This is because there is less fresh air entrainment for 
small jet-to-target spacing and warm discharge air passes over this region. Consequently, 
there is lower heat transfer in this region. For H/D = 4, the stagnation region heat transfer 
coefficients are lower but local heat transfer coefficients are higher beyond the stagnation 
region because there is more space to expel the warm discharge air. Also the fresh air 
entrainment rate may increase and consequently, local heat transfer coefficient increase. 
For H/D = 6 and H/D = 8, the heat transfer coefficients for all region are lower than the 
heat transfer coefficient at H/D = 4. Thus, the overall average heat transfer coefficient at 
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H/D = 4 is highest. Although these effects are very much clearer for the Reynolds 


























Figure 4-16:    Average heat transfer distribution for jet-to-jet spacing S = 6 and S = 8 
 
 
            The highest average heat transfer coefficient occurs at jet-to-target spacing H/D = 
8 for jet-to-jet spacing S = 4. These results shown in Figure 4-17 are very much different 
from the results mentioned for S = 6 and S = 8 previously. There may be two reasons for 
this. Firstly, the turbulence intensity increases because of the strong shear between 
neighboring jets and the fresh air for larger spacing between the orifice jet plate and 
heated target surface. Secondly, the fountain effect decreases with higher jet-to-target 
spacing, increasing the heat transfer coefficients. Furthermore, the effects are greater at 
high Reynolds numbers. 
 























Figure 4-17:    Average heat transfer distribution for jet-to-jet spacing S = 4 
                   
4.3 Stagnation heat transfer coefficient 
              The effects of Reynolds number, outer jet-to-jet spacing on the local heat 
transfer coefficient for various jet-to-target spacings are shown in Figures 4-18 to 4-21. It 
is seen that the stagnation heat transfer trends for jet-to-target spacing H/D = 2, H/D = 4 
and H/D = 6 are almost same and the trend of H/D = 8 is different from others. As 
expected, the stagnation heat transfer coefficients increase with increasing Reynolds 
number for all jet-to-target spacing 8/2 ≤≤ DH  and outer jet-to-jet spacings 84 ≤≤ S . 
In general, it is clear that the convective heat transfer rate for high velocity flow is higher 
than the heat transfer rate for low velocity flow because high mass flow rate can remove 
more heat from the heated target surface. 




















Figure 4-18     Stagnation heat transfer coefficients at jet-to-target spacing H/D = 2 
 
                For the jet-to-target spacing between H/D = 2 and H/D = 6, the stagnation heat 
transfer coefficient increases when the jet-to-jet spacing is increased from S = 4 to S = 6 
and S = 8. The effects appear more pronounced at high Reynolds number. The percentage 
increases are 5% to 22% when jet-to-jet spacing increases from S = 4 to S = 6 and 10% to 
29% for jet-to-jet spacings from S = 8. It may be explained that for the small jet-to-jet 
spacing S = 4 and jet-to-target spacing 6/2 ≤≤ DH , the interference of neighboring jets 
and the jet fountain effect are strong. Due to these effects, the heated air is remixed with 
the center jet and results in a low heat transfer rate in the stagnation region. For the high 
jet-to-jet spacing, the interference of neighboring jets and fountain effect is weaker and 
the heated air is expelled more easily from the vicinity of center jet. This results in 
increasing the stagnation heat transfer coefficient.  








































Figure 4-20     Stagnation heat transfer coefficients at jet-to-target spacing H/D = 6 




                At jet-to-jet spacing S = 4, the stagnation heat transfer coefficient for jet-to-
target spacing H/D = 8, is higher than that at H/D = 4 and H/D = 6. As explained in 
Section 4.2 with the greater space between orifice jet plate and heated target plate, the 
fountain and confinement wall effects are reduced and the entrainment of fresh air may 
increase. These are the reasons that the stagnation heat transfer coefficient increases at 
small jet-to-jet spacing and high jet-to-target spacing. At jet-to-jet spacing S = 6 and S = 
8, the results are very similar trend with above. The effects more pronounced for high 


















                 
Figure 4-21     Stagnation heat transfer coefficients at jet-to-target spacing H/D = 8 
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4.4 Comparison of staggered array five-jets and squared array nine-jets 
 
                  The local heat transfer distribution resulting from confined square array of 
nine-jets and staggered array of five-jets with 1 mm diameter orifice hole are shown in 
Figures 4-22 and 4-23. The parameters used for this two graph are the same with H/D = 
4, S = 8 and Re = 5000. Their performances are compared with those available from the 
literature. According to the number of jets included in each orifice, nine peaks and five 




Figure 4-22   Three dimensional local heat transfer distribution for H/D = 4, S = 8 and Re = 5000 
with nine square array jets 
 
                  The squared array of nine-jets results in a 5 percent higher stagnation heat 
transfer coefficient than the staggered array of five-jets with the same parameters. The 
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values are 568 W/m2K and 541 W/m2K, respectively. The increase in heat transfer 
coefficient may be explained using the observation of Behbahani and Goldstein [11] that, 
at small H/D, the turbulence intensity at stagnation zone is increased by mixing with the 
spent flow from neighboring jets and center jet. The squared array of nine-jets have more 
neighboring jets around the center jet than the staggered array of five-jets, and greater 
turbulence intensity forming in the vicinity of the stagnation point. Consequently, the 
stagnation point heat transfer rate increases.  
 
Figure 4-23   Three dimensional local heat transfer distribution for H/D = 4, S = 8 and Re = 5000 
with five staggered array jets 
 
                  The average heat transfer coefficient for the squared array nine-jets is 10.4 
percent higher than that for the staggered array of five-jets using the same parameters. 
The values are 500 W/m2K and 453 W/m2K, respectively. The rate of increase in average 
heat transfer is more than that in stagnation heat transfer between the two jet 
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configurations. This can be explained by the greater number of jets included in the 
squared array of nine-jets plate and greater flow delivered from these jets removes more 
heat from the heated target surface. Although the squared array of nine-jets can remove 
more heat from the heated target surface and the heat transfer distribution looks more 
uniform, the flow rate used in the squared array of nine-jets is 80 percent higher than that 
for the five staggered array jets. Thus based on flow rate, the heat removal performance 
of the staggered array of five-jets is better than that for the squared array of nine-jets. 
 
                  Most previous work on confined array jets is concerned with different 
parameters. Thus it is difficult to compare the present experimental results with literature 
results [21]. For this reason, a squared array of nine-jets orifice plate is fabricated and 
used in the current experiments. The results with squared array of nine-jets are compared 
with those available in the literature. The parameters used in the literature are the same as 
those for the present experiment except for the orifice jet diameters. Garimella and 
Schroeder [21] used nine squared array jets with 1.5 mm in diameter. Because of 
constraints of the size of plenum chamber, the exact size of the orifice jet plate could not 
be used in the present experimental set-up. Thus, the diameter of the orifice jet plate used 
in the present experiment was 1 mm. All the heat transfer coefficients are converted to 
dimensionless Nusselt number to compare the results. 
 
                  The local heat transfer distributions of the squared array of nine-jets in the 
present experiment and literature are shown in figure 4-24a and figure 4-24b. The 
parameters used in both experiments are same and it is seem that the trends of local heat 
transfer distributions are almost similar. For jet-to-target spacing H/D = 1, the average 
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Nusselt number for present and literature are 23.18 and 29.36, respectively. The average 
Nusselt number for present experiment is 26.6 percent less than the data in literature. 
Also the average Nusselt number for the present study is 33.7 percent less than that in 
literature for H/D = 4. Garimella and Nenaydykh [17] and Kataoka et al. [28] concluded 
that the turbulence intensity near the jet centerline is larger for larger diameter nozzles, 
with all other parameters held constant. The heat transfer rate of larger diameter jets is 
therefore higher than that for smaller diameter jets. Garimella and Nenaydykh [17] 
reported that the stagnation Nusselt number for 1.59 mm diameter jet is 64 % higher than 
a half-sized 0.79mm diameter jet at H/D = 4. For the above-mentioned reasons and data, 
the heat transfer rates from the present experiment results are very reasonable. 
 
Figure 4-24a   Local heat transfer coefficient at Re = 5000 for squared array nine-jets in present 
study 


















Figure 4-24b   Local heat transfer coefficient at Re = 5000 by Garimella and Schroeder ( After 

































                  The performance of confined multiple air array jets impingement on 
uniformly heated surface have been studied experimentally. The effects of various 
parameters on heat transfer rates are investigated. The performance of two different 
orifice configurations with five and nine jet arrangements are compared. The following 
conclusion is drawn: 
 
1. The Reynolds number plays as vital a role on the local heat transfer coefficient 
distribution in confined multiple air array jet as it plays in single jet 
configurations. In all cases, the local heat transfer coefficient increases as 
Reynolds number is increased. 
 
2. The maximum average heat transfer coefficient occurs at highest jet-to-jet spacing 
S = 8 for all Reynolds numbers and all orifice-to-target spacings studied in the 
work. Due to interaction of neighboring jets before impingement and the forming 
of jet fountain on collision of wall jet, the heat transfer coefficient is reduced for 
small jet-to-jet spacing. 
 
3. The maximum stagnation heat transfer coefficient occurs at minimum orifice-to-
target spacing for multiple orifice jets. This effect occurs for both the orifice 
configurations and appears stronger in the squared array nine-jets orifice. Due to 
mixing with the spent flow from neighboring jets at small orifice-to-target 
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spacing, the developing turbulence intensity in the stagnation region results in 
increasing heat transfer in the region. 
 
4. Generally, the average heat transfer coefficient for nine squared array jets is 10.4 
percent higher than that for the five staggered array jets using the same 
parameters. However, it is observed that the flow rate used for the squared array 
of nine-jets is eighty percent higher than that for the staggered array of five-jets. It 
seems that the heat removing performance of the staggered array of five-jets is 



































                   The present range of parameters investigated can be extended, especially the 
range of orifice jet diameter. To employ the impinging jet in the cooling of electronic 
packaging, improvement of current methods is required. The following are 
recommendations for future studies: 
1. A MEMS-based micro-array of orifice jets and MEMS based heater should be 
fabricated to enhance the heat removing efficiency since the use of micro-
impinging jets for cooling is highly efficient as compared to conventional 
methods. 
2. To improve conventional temperature measuring methods, a MEMS based sensor 
should be fabricated for the temperature measurements in MEMS-sized heaters. 
The MEMS temperature sensor can provide very accurate temperature 
measurement and should replace the conventional sensors such as thermocouple, 
RTD and thermistors [25]. 
3. For numerical study, since present turbulence models available in commercial 
software do not succeed in accurately prediction the heat transfer coefficient of 
impinging jet flow, There is much scope for development of suitable model.
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Appendix A Experimental Results 
 
1. Local Heat Transfer Coefficient 
 












































































































2. Average Heat Transfer Coefficient 
 
Table A-11 Average heat transfer coefficient at S = 4 (staggered array of five-jets ) 
 
  H/D = 2 H/D = 4 H/D = 6 H/D = 8 
S4-re1000 105.8589 105.4914 100.8416 106.4618
S4-re3000 230.0124 208.0649 222.2642 246.7359
S4-re5000 345.2953 318.2647 341.1642 363.1703
 
 
Table A-12 Average heat transfer coefficient at S = 6 (staggered array of five-jets) 
 
  H/D = 2 H/D = 4 H/D = 6 H/D = 8 
S6-re1000 123.7151 125.3935 126.6459 118.3526
S6-re3000 245.6069 270.1086 260.1943 244.7488
S6-re5000 358.6729 417.5178 402.2666 362.3993
 
 
Table A-13 Average heat transfer coefficient at S = 8 (staggered array of five-jets ) 
 
  H/D = 2 H/D = 4 H/D = 6 H/D = 8 
S8-re1000 134.0437 130.1806 135.4765 132.2159
S8-re3000 275.6603 285.1777 284.2478 266.2229




3. Stagnation Heat Transfer Coefficient 
 
Table A-14 Stagnation heat transfer coefficient at S = 4 (staggered array of five-jets) 
 
  H/D = 2 H/D = 4 H/D = 6 H/D = 8 
S4re1000 143.5968 138.1711 128.7967 141.2783
S4re3000 313.4532 270.9338 268.3008 301.5722
S4re5000 470.3059 420.3235 417.3251 454.4782
 
 
Table A-15 Stagnation heat transfer coefficient at S = 6 (staggered array of five-jets ) 
 
  H/D = 2 H/D = 4 H/D = 6 H/D = 8 
S6re1000 162.7384 159.2024 157.5713 148.895
S6re3000 330.7483 322.508 300.2034 285.4011
S6re5000 508.1282 503.1935 469.9061 432.5883




Table A-16 Stagnation heat transfer coefficient at S = 8 (staggered array of five-jets ) 
 
  H/D = 2 H/D = 4 H/D = 6 H/D = 8 
S8re1000 160.5174 156.3195 158.8803 150.9185
S8re3000 345.8543 334.4492 314.587 288.5025
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Appendix-B   Sample calculation for Local heat transfer coefficient 
               The experimental data used in the sample calculations are for the following set 
of parameters: 
Re = 5000 
No. of in orifice = 5 nos. 
Orifice-to-heater spacing = 6mm 
Jet-to-jet spacing = 8 mm 
 
1. Heat flux by DC power supply, Q 
    Q = VI / A 
        = (3 x 1.719) / ( 0.035 x 0.035 ) 
        = 4209.796 W/m2  
 
2. Conduction heat loss, qcond 
     ))((175.3 XKqcond =  
              = 3.175 x 168 x 0.0524 
              = 27.792 W/m2C 
Where X = Heat Flux Sensor Reading in mV 
            K = Heat flux sensor coefficient 
     3.175 = Unit conversion factor 
 
3. Radiation heat loss, qrad 
     )( 44 αεσ TTq wrad −=  
             = (0.17 x 5.6x10-8) (308.24 – 2974) 
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             = 11.94 W/m2 
4. Net heat flux, convq  
    radcondconv qqQq −−=  
             = 4209.796 – 27.792 – 11.94 
             = 4170 W/m2 
5. Local Temperature different, ( Tw - Tj ) 
 
Table B-1   Local temperature different along the orientations 45 deg, 22.5 deg and 0 deg 
 
  Temperature Difference ( Tw - Tj ) 
r/D 45 deg 22.5 deg 0 deg 
0.00 8.45 8.45 8.45
0.25 8.53 8.46 8.47
0.50 8.60 8.54 8.48
0.75 8.71 8.64 8.62
1.00 8.86 8.75 8.71
1.25 9.04 8.92 8.90
1.50 9.19 9.06 9.10
1.75 9.36 9.19 9.28
2.00 9.34 9.32 9.46
2.25 9.37 9.38 9.60
2.50 9.36 9.42 9.68
2.75 9.31 9.46 9.80
3.00 9.28 9.44 9.88
3.25 9.15 9.43 9.91
3.50 9.14 9.35 9.95
3.75 9.07 9.32 9.91
4.00 8.98 9.27 9.98
4.25 8.90 9.24 10.03
4.50 8.80 9.20 10.05
4.75 8.71 9.15 10.09
5.00 8.63 9.12 10.09
5.25 8.60 9.12 10.17
5.50 8.61 9.19 10.23
5.75 8.61 9.29 10.34
6.00 8.71 9.32 10.46
6.25 8.78 9.41 10.57
6.50 8.94 9.53 10.73
6.75 9.14 9.68 10.93
7.00 9.37 9.81 11.10
7.25 9.56 9.97 11.37
7.50 9.80 10.12 11.57
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6. Local heat transfer coefficient, h 
 
    ( )jw convTT
qh −=  
 
Table B-2   Local heat transfer coefficients along the orientations 45 deg, 22.5 deg and 0 deg 
 
Local Heat Transfer Coefficient, 
W/m2K r/D 
45 deg 22.5 deg 0 deg 
0 493.49 493.49 493.49
0.25 488.80 492.67 492.21
0.5 484.88 488.28 492.03
0.75 478.87 482.91 484.04
1 470.87 476.62 478.60
1.25 461.34 467.70 468.65
1.5 453.56 460.07 458.30
1.75 445.47 453.71 449.56
2 446.67 447.42 440.86
2.25 445.09 444.56 434.21
2.5 445.52 442.68 430.98
2.75 448.06 440.77 425.31
3 449.22 441.52 421.91
3.25 455.54 442.26 420.98
3.5 455.99 446.10 419.07
3.75 459.91 447.63 420.68
4 464.37 450.04 417.98
4.25 468.49 451.06 415.73
4.5 474.13 453.42 414.78
4.75 478.76 455.85 413.14
5 483.47 456.99 413.39
5.25 484.93 456.99 410.13
5.5 484.31 453.57 407.61
5.75 484.15 448.78 403.31
6 478.87 447.24 398.84
6.25 475.16 442.97 394.35
6.5 466.18 437.35 388.70
6.75 456.44 430.98 381.45
7 445.09 425.18 375.74
7.25 436.11 418.32 366.76
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Appendix-C   Sample calculation for Average heat transfer coefficient 
                   The experimental data used in the sample calculations are for the following 
set of parameters: 
Re = 5000 
No. of in orifice = 5 nos. 
Orifice-to-heater spacing = 6mm 
Jet-to-jet spacing = 8 mm 
 
1. Heat flux by DC power supply, Q 
    Q = VI / A 
        = (3 x 1.719) / ( 0.035 x 0.035 ) 
        = 4209.796 W/m2  
 
2. Conduction heat loss, qcond 
     ))((175.3 XKqcond =  
              = 3.175 x 168 x 0.0524 
              = 27.792 W/m2 
Where X = Heat Flux Sensor Reading in mV 
            K = Heat flux sensor coefficient 
     3.175 = Unit conversion factor 
 
3. Radiation heat loss, qrad 
     )( 44 αεσ TTq wrad −=  
             = (0.17 x 5.6x10-8) (308.24 – 2974) 
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             = 11.94 W/m2 
4. Net heat flux, q&&  
    radcondconv qqQq −−=  
             = 4209.796 – 27.792 – 11.94 
             = 4170 W/m2 
 
5. Area of heater ( a quarter ), Ah 





          = ¼ x ( 3.1419/ 4 ) x ( 15.25 )2 
          = 45.66 mm2 
 
6. Combination of local temperature difference multiplication with individual area,            
( )iwi TTA −∑  
 
Figure C-1   One quarter model of Heater Plate 
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Table C-1 Cell value of local surface temperature difference ( jw TT −  ) from experiment 
 









deg 45 deg 
22.5 
deg 0 deg 
22.5 
deg 
∑ Ai ( Tw - Tj ) 
0.00 8.85 0.01227 0.02704 
0.25 8.90 8.92 8.89 8.92 0.02454 0.02454 0.02454 0.02454 0.87385 
0.50 8.97 8.97 8.96 8.97 0.04909 0.04909 0.04909 0.04909 1.76095 
0.75 9.05 9.11 9.08 9.11 0.07363 0.07363 0.07363 0.07363 2.67271 
1.00 9.24 9.21 9.22 9.21 0.09817 0.09817 0.09817 0.09817 3.62387 
1.25 9.30 9.43 9.34 9.43 0.12272 0.12272 0.12272 0.12272 4.58675 
1.50 9.48 9.49 9.47 9.49 0.14726 0.14726 0.14726 0.14726 5.58432 
1.75 9.62 9.64 9.62 9.64 0.17181 0.17181 0.17181 0.17181 6.61379 
2.00 9.65 9.74 9.83 9.74 0.19635 0.19635 0.19635 0.19635 7.63242 
2.25 9.69 9.78 10.00 9.78 0.22089 0.22089 0.22089 0.22089 8.65028 
2.50 9.71 9.77 10.07 9.77 0.24544 0.24544 0.24544 0.24544 9.63891 
2.75 9.68 9.80 10.13 9.80 0.26998 0.26998 0.26998 0.26998 10.60604 
3.00 9.56 9.81 10.23 9.81 0.29452 0.29452 0.29452 0.29452 11.52959 
3.25 9.48 9.76 10.25 9.76 0.31907 0.31907 0.31907 0.31907 12.43425 
3.50 9.37 9.69 10.30 9.69 0.34361 0.34361 0.34361 0.34361 13.30521 
3.75 9.32 9.77 10.36 9.77 0.36816 0.36816 0.36816 0.36816 14.27288 
4.00 9.18 9.72 10.42 9.72 0.39270 0.39270 0.39270 0.39270 15.12116 
4.25 9.12 9.70 10.50 9.70 0.41724 0.41724 0.41724 0.41724 16.04164 
4.50 9.03 9.64 10.42 9.64 0.44179 0.44179 0.44179 0.44179 16.84747 
4.75 8.98 9.66 10.47 9.66 0.46633 0.46633 0.46633 0.46633 17.76014 
5.00 8.91 9.60 10.53 9.60 0.49087 0.49087 0.49087 0.49087 18.62668 
5.25 8.83 9.64 10.57 9.64 0.51542 0.51542 0.51542 0.51542 19.51885 
5.50 8.75 9.63 10.64 9.63 0.53996 0.53996 0.53996 0.53996 20.39542 
5.75 8.72 9.70 10.76 9.70 0.56450 0.56450 0.56450 0.56450 21.39809 
6.00 8.72 9.77 10.91 9.77 0.58905 0.58905 0.58905 0.58905 22.44858 
6.25 8.75 9.85 11.02 9.85 0.61359 0.61359 0.61359 0.61359 23.54770 
6.50 8.85 9.96 11.21 9.96 0.63814 0.63814 0.63814 0.63814 24.79770 
6.75 9.04 10.09 11.42 10.09 0.66268 0.66268 0.66268 0.66268 26.24233 
7.00 9.16 10.23 11.64 10.23 0.68722 0.68722 0.68722 0.68722 27.62023 
7.25 9.42 10.33 11.85 10.33 0.71177 0.71177 0.71177 0.71177 29.19434 
*7.50 9.53 10.56 12.14 10.56 0.36509 0.36509 0.36509 0.36509 15.24767 
         428.62086 
       *  Thermocouple placed at end of cell ( placed at centre of other cells ) 
 
 
7. Average Heat Transfer Coefficient, h  
 
 
  ( )jwi hconv TTA
Aqh −∑=  
 






66.454170×=h   
 
 
    
Km
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Appendix-D   Sample Calculation of Uncertainty Analysis 
 
                  The experimental data used in the sample calculations are for the following set 
of parameters: 
Re = 5000 
No. of in orifice = 9 nos. 
Orifice-to-heater spacing = 1 mm 
Jet-to-jet spacing = 8 mm 
 
1. Precision Index, Si 










S ii  
Table D-1   Sample, Mean value and Precision index 
Experimental Data Tw (oC) T j (oC) Vhfs ( V ) 
Sample, X1 31.64349 24.098 0.000048702
Sample, X2 31.6365 24.106 0.000049356
Sample, X3 31.6305 24.103 0.000049574
Sample, X4 31.60751 24.103 0.000049138
Sample, X5 31.65149 24.078 0.000049356
mean, X 31.633898 24.0976 4.92252E-05
(X1-X)2 9.19681E-05 1.6E-07 2.48004E-13
(X2-X)2 6.76E-06 7.056E-05 2.4336E-14
(X3-X)2 1.156E-05 2.916E-05 1.39876E-13
(X4-X)2 0.000696432 2.916E-05 3.844E-15
(X5-X)2 0.000309408 0.00038416 2.4336E-14
∑(Xi-X)2 0.001116128 0.0005132 4.40396E-13
Precision Index, Si 0.016704253 0.011326959 3.31812E-07
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2. Bias Limit 
 
Table D-2   Bias limit for various parameters     
 
Description Error Origional data Bias Limit 
Voltage Supply, V 0.05% + 0.005V 3.5 V 0.00675
Current Supply, A 0.15% + 0.005A 2.007 A 0.0080105
Heated Surface Temp 0.3°C 31.633898 0.3
Inlet Air Temp 0.3°C 24.0976 0.3
Heat Flux Sensor, mV 10% 4.92E-02 4.92E-03
Length of Heater, m 0.0001m 0.035 m 0.0001
Width of Heater, m 0.0001m 0.035 m 0.0001
 
 
3. Area of Foil Heater 
 
    LWAh =  
 
         = 0.035 x 0.035 
 
         = 0.001225 m2 
 
     W
L
Ah =∂
∂ = 0.035 m 
 
     L
W
Ah =∂
∂  = 0.035 m 
 
Bias Uncertainty 











              = [(0.0001 x 0.035)2 + (0.0001 x 0.035 )2]1/2 
 













         2
122 )(
hhh AAA
PB +=ω  
 
                = 4.9497 x 10-6   m2 
 
Thus, percentage uncertainty of area of foil heater is; 
 
                = ( 4.9497 x 10-6 / 0.001225 ) x 100 
 
  = 0.4041 % 
 
 
4. Heat Generated by Foil Heater 
 
     
h
t A
EIq =  
 
          = ( 3.5 x 2.007 ) / 0.001225 
 
          = 5734 W/m2 
 







         = 2.007 / 0.001225 
           = 1638.36 







            = 3.5 / 0.001225 
            = 2857.14 







             = - (3.5 x 2.007) / (0.001225)2 
 
 = - 4681049.56 
 








         = [(0.00675x1638.36)2 + (0.0080105x2857.14)2 + (4.9497 x 10-6x -4681049.56)2]1/2 
 




        
tq




         2
122 )(
ttt qqq
PB +=ω  
 
                = 62.72 W/m2 
 
Thus, percentage uncertainty of heat generated by foil heater is;  
 
                = ( 34.394 / 5734 ) x 100 
 
                = 0.5998 % 
 
 
5. Conduction Heat Loss through Foil Heater 
 
       ))((175.3 XKqcond =  
 
                = 3.175 x 168 x 4.92252x10-2 
 
                = 26.26 W/m2 
 
        where X = Heat flux sensor reading in mV and  
        
                   K = Manufacturer’s data 
 






 = 3.157 x 168 
 



























        At 95% confidence intervals, degree of freedom ν = 4 
 
                t = 2.778 
 





∂=    
 
                 = [(3.31812x10-4 x 530.376)2]1/2 
 
 = 0.17598 
 
       
condcond qq
tSP =  
 
                = 2.778 x 0.17598 
 





      2
122 )(
condcondcond qqq
PB +=ω  
 
                = [(2.626)2 + (0.4889)2]1/2 
 
                = 2.671 W/m2 
  
      Thus, percentage uncertainty of conduction heat loss through foil heater is: 
 
               = (2.671 / 26.26 ) x 100 
 
               = 10.17 % 
 
 
 6. Radiation Heat Loss to surrounding 
 
       ( )44 αεσ TTq avgwrad −=  




               = 0.17 x 5.6x10-8 ( 306.1244 – 297.154 ) 
 
               = 9.38 W/m2 
 
where, Emissivity, ε = 0.17 
 
            Boltzman Constant, σ = 5.6x10-8 W/m2K4 
Average Heated Surface Temperature 
avgw
T = 306.124° K from experimental data 
 
Surrounding Temperature αT = 297.15 from experimental data 
 







    = 0.17 x 5.6x10-8 (4 x 306.1243) 
 
    = 1.0924 
 







                = 0.17 x 5.6x10-8 (4 x 297.153) 
 
                = 0.9991 
 
Bias uncertainty 













∂=        
  = [(0.3 x 1.0924 )2 + (0.3 x 0.9991 )2]1/2 
              




     At 95% confidence intervals, degree of freedom ν = 4 
 
           t = 2.778 
 















 = [(0.016704253 x 1.0924 )2 + 0]1/2 
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 = 0.01824 
 
    
radrad qq
tSP =  
 
            = 2.778 x 0.01824 
 




    2
122 )(
radradrad qqq
PB +=ω  
 
 = ( 0.44412 + 0.050692 )1/2 
 
= 0.44698 W/m2 
 
Thus, percentage uncertainty of conduction heat loss through foil heater is: 
 
               = (0.44698 / 9.38 ) x 100 
 
               = 4.76 % 
 
 
7. Heat Transfer Coefficient 
 




qh −=  
where, radcondtconv qqqq −−=  
 
                    = 5734 - 26.26 - 9.38 
 
                    = 5698.36 W/m2 
 
       Thus, h = 5698.36 / (31.633898 - 24.0976 ) 
 
                     = 756.12 W/m2K 
 




∂ 1  
                     
                    = 1 / ( 31.633898 - 24.0976 ) 
 
                     = 0.13269 
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∂ 1  
 
                   = - 1 / ( 31.633898 - 24.0976 ) 
                  
                    = - 0.13269 
 




∂ 1  
 
                   = - 1 / ( 31.633898 - 24.0976 ) 
                  
                    = - 0.13269 
 












                   = - (5734 - 26.26 - 9.38 ) / (31.633898 - 24.0976 )2 
 
                   = - 100.336 
 












        = (5734 - 26.26 - 9.38 ) / (31.633898 - 24.0976 )2 
 
































      = [( 34.394 x 0.13269 )2 + ( 2.626 x -0.13269 )2 + ( 0.4441 x -0.13269 )2 
 
           ( 0.3 x -100.336 )2 + ( 0.3 x 100.336 )2]1/2 
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     = [( 0 ) + ( 0.17598 x -0.13269 )2 + ( 0.01824 x -0.13269 )2 +  
 
         ( 0.016704253 x -100.336)2 + ( 0.011326959 x 100.336 )2] 
 
     = 2.025 W/m2K 
 




























   = 7 
 
At 95% confidence intervals, degree of freedom ν = 7 
 
     t = 2.365 
 
 hh tSP =    
 
       = 2.635 x 2.025 
 




    2
122 )( hhh PB +=ω  
 
          = ( 42.8162 + 5.33582 )1/2 
 
          = 43.147 W/m2K 
 
Thus, percentage uncertainty of heat transfer coefficient is; 
 
          = ( 43.147 / 756.12 ) x 100 
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Appendix E Technical Drawings 
 
Top View
1mm dia jet orifice 
holes, 9 nos
30mm dia














Figure E-1   Technical drawing of squared array of nine-jet orifice with S = 8 mm 
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Figure E-2   Technical drawing of staggered array of five-jet orifice with S = 8 mm 























Figure E-3   Technical drawing of staggered array of five-jet orifice with S = 6 mm 
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 JET ORIFICE PLATE [ 5 x 1mm array ], S = 4
 
 












Figure E-4   Technical drawing of staggered array of five-jet orifice with S = 4 mm 
 



















                                                                                     All dimensions are in mm. 
 
Figure E-5   Technical drawing of air plenum chamber
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Appendix F   Photographs of Experiment set-up and auxiliary equipment 
 
 




Figure F-2 Experiment set-up with Flow meter, Power supply and Data acquisition system 






Figure F-3 Experiment set-up with Flow meter, Power supply and Data acquisition system 
 
 
Figure F-4 Experiment set-up with plenum chamber 
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Appendix G   Program List with Matlab 6.5 Code 
 
% this Matlab R13 script file to plot 3D data 
% data is stored in excel file 'nmdata.xls' 
% first row is theta 
% first column is rho 
% among them are z 
 
DataFileName = 'nmdata.xls'; 
 
% --- read excel data 
if ~exist(DataFileName, 'file') 
    [fn, fp] = uigetfile('*.xls', 'Open excel data file'); 
    if isequal(fn,0) | isequal(fp,0), return; end 
    DataFileName = [fp, fn]; 
end 
Data = xlsread(DataFileName); % it read the first worksheet 
x = []; y = []; z = []; 
% --- convert polar coordinates to Cartesian coordinates 
for k1 = 1:size(Data,2)-1 % for each theta 
    for k2 = 1:size(Data,1)-1 % for each rho 
        theta = Data(1,k1+1); 
        rho = Data(k2+1,1); 
        z(k2, k1) = Data(k2+1,k1+1); 
        [x(k2, k1), y(k2, k1)] = pol2cart(theta*pi/180, rho); 
    end 
end 
 
mesh(x,y,z); 
view(-37, -45) 
xlabel ('x') 
ylabel ('y') 
 
